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Section I:  Speaking  and Writing Ability 

Part I:   Speaking  Ability 

1.Situational Dialogs 

Instructions: Read each situational dialogue carefully and choose the most appropriate  

                expression for each situation. 

 

1. Your teacher asks your opinion about an outside reading book. You found it boring but  

    you want to be polite so you say, “…………..”   

1.   How could you assign such a boring book?   

2.  The book I liked was certainly not this one.   

   3.   I prefer the book we read last term.   

4.   The book was unreadable, wasn’t it?  

5.   It’s the worst book I’ve ever read. 

 

2.  Bill and Anne have been to a pop concert to listen to their favorite band.  On their way  

     home, Anne says disappointedly, “……….”   

  1.  They are not as good as they used to be.   

   2.   They are less good than they ever were.   

  3.   They were much worse during the last month.   

   4.   They always play such brilliant music.    

 5.   They are awesome. 
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3.  Myra has been unable to study because of the loud hammering coming from the room  

    next to hers. She phones the apartment manager and says, “………….., but could you do   

    something about the noise?”   

    1.   I’m sorry to bother you   

    2.   There’s something going on   

    3.   Excuse me for saying this   

      4.   Please accept my apologies, do you? 

  5.   Can I help you? 

 

4.   In an examination room, a student’s mobile phone starts to ring.  The teacher says,  

     “………”   

   1.   Turn that off.   

    2.   Let it out.    

3.   Who’s calling?   

4.   What happens?   

5.   Shut up. 

 

5.  A friend is walking with you along the pavement.  You see he is about to step in a      

    puddle of water and say, “……….”   

    1.   Loop up!  

    2.   Look out!   

    3.   Step along!   

    4.   Step over!   

 5.   Look over! 
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6.  When you check your bill at the restaurant, you find you have been overcharged. You     

     say to the waiter, “…………”   

    1.   I think there has been a mistake.   

    2.   I want another bill.  

    3.   There is too much to pay.   

    4.  You are cheating me.  

 5.  Bill, please. 

 

  7. One of your classmates has won a scholarship to study abroad.  You congratulate her by  

      saying, “…………”   

    1.   Well done. I’m very happy for you. 

   2.   Amazing. I never expected so much.  

    3.   Very well. How did it go?   

    4.   Cheers. Better me than you.  

 5.   I can’t believe it. 

 

8.  A policeman fine to a woman who has just thrown an empty plastic bottle on the street.    

    The woman say, “………..”   

    1.   What’s the matter with you?  

    2.   What did I do wrong?  

    3.   Do you have a problem with me?  

    4.   How can I help you? 

 5.   Are you sure?  
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9.  Someone offers you a glass of wine. You say, “……….”   

     1.   Let me find out.   

     2.   I apologize for drinking.   

    3.   That would be funny.   

    4.   Sorry, I don’t drink.  

  5.   Why you do this to me? 

 

10.  A customer in an electronics store asks the salesperson if the camera can be used to  

      take pictures of coral in the sea. The salesperson, wanting to make a sale, says, “_____”   

     1.   Of course, it’s washable.   

     2.   Always keep it handy.   

     3.   Sure, it’s waterproof.  

     4.   I doubt if it’s automatic.  

  5.   I’m not sure.  

 

11.  A police officer is chasing a robber and wants him to stop. He shouts, “________”  

     1.   Stand up!  

     2.   Cool!   

     3.   Sit down!   

     4.   Freeze!   

  5.   Calm down! 
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12.  Mother sees blood on your finger. She asks what happened. You say, “Oh, it’s not  

      serious. ________”   

     1.  I’m about to faint. 

     2.   The knife hurt me.   

     3.   I just cut myself.   

     4.   My finger is painful.   

  5.   Will I die, Mom? 

 

13. A father is teaching his son that he must work hard and make sacrifices to be successful.  

     He sums up his lecture by saying, “________”   

     1.   No pain, no gain.   

    2.   All work and no play make Jack a dull boy.   

     3.   Take time to smell the flowers.   

     4.   Curiosity killed the cat.   

  5.   Time and Tide waits for no man. 

 

14.  Leaves and dead branches from your neighbor’s tree always fall in your backyard. You  

      tell your neighbor, “________”   

     1.   Could you trim the branches?   

     2.   I’m sick of your leaving.   

     3.   You are welcome to take leave. 

     4.   Will you please keep your tree to yourself?   

  5.  Can you move away? 
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15.   A mother is teaching her children about table manners and says, “________”   

     1.   You should eat vegetables.   

     2.   You should help me set the table.   

     3.   You should not invite your friends over for dinner.   

     4.   You should not chew with your month open.   

  5.    You should eat three meals a day. 

 

16.  Linda receives a bouquet of flowers from her friend. She says, “________”   

   1.   How could you do such a thing?   

  2.   You really shouldn’t have.   

3.   How much did they cost?   

4.   You don’t know what’s good for me. 

5.   I don’t like this kind of flowers.  

 

17.  Mary just said something impolite. Her mother is upset and says to her, “________”   

1.   Bend over backwards.   

   2.   Let it go.   

   3.   Keep your word.   

   4.   Hold your longue.   

 5.   Get out. 
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18.   A woman is in a jewelry store when she sees something she likes in a showcase. She  

       asks the salesperson, “________”   

  1.   Would you keep an eye on me?   

2.   Would you take it or leave it?   

3.   Can I have a chance to show it?   

4.   Could I have a look at that?   

5.   Can I buy it? 

 

19.  Leo has just won a lot of money in a lottery. He shouts, “________”   

  1.   Yuck!   

2.   Hurray!   

   3.   Hush!   

   4.   Yummy!   

 5.   OMG! 

 

20.  During an interview, you are asked about your extracurricular activities. You reply,  

      “________”   

  1.   I went sightseeing with my parents every summer.  

2.   I was a very hard-working student and I earned good grades.   

3.   I was captain of the university football learn.   

4.   I could get along well with my classmates. 

5.  I love playing computer games. 
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2.  Dialogue 

A.  Instructions:   Read  the dialogue carefully and choose the most appropriate expression             

     for the missing parts. 

Situation  : Ted is having lunch with his close friend Helen. 
 
Ted  :    So how are things going ? Is your boss still giving you a hard time ? 
Helen  : Did you have to ___21_____ while we’re eating ? I’ve had a terrible morning. 
Ted  :   Forgive me. 
Helen :   It’s just that I can never seem to do anything right ___22_____. 
Ted  :   Do you want to talk about it ? Sometimes it’s better to get it ___23_____ 
Helen  :   I guess you’re right. Well Brenda, my boss, always seems to be checking up 

on me to see if I come to work late or leave early. She’s always asking other 
people about me. I’m really ___24_____ 

Ted  :   Why don’t you ___25_____ looking for another job. If it’s really as bad as 
you say, you should leave. 

Helen  :   ___26_____, Ted. Don’t forget I have a rent to pay and food to buy. I have 
no savings so I can’t afford to be ___27_____ 

Ted  :   Why not try talking to Brenda. Be calm and, ___28_____, be nice. As they 
say, you always get more with honey than with vinegar. 

Helen  :   You’re right. I’ll just have to have a more positive attitude ___29_____. 
Ted  :    ___30_____ Things are improving already !   
  
 
 21.   1.   pass that around   
   
   2.   bring that up   
   
  3.   tell me to do that   
   
  4.   speak like that   
  
 5.   get over it 
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22. 1.   in her eyes   
   

2.   from her thoughts   
   

3.   on her mind   
   
  4.   with her outlook   
 
 5.   from her heart 
 
 
 23. 1.   by lunch time   
   
  2.   in the news   
   
  3.   off your chest   
   
  4.   out of sight 
 
 5.   out of date   
 
 
 24. 1.   sick of it   
   
  2.   bored by you   

 
3.   mad about them   

   
  4.   crazy for her   
 
 5.   happy to see her 
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25. 1.   try out   
   

2.   make up   
   
  3.   think about   
   
  4.   let on   
 
 5.   give up 
 
 
26. 1.   Easier said than done   
   
  2.   Too much too soon   
   

3.   The more the merrier   
   
  4.   Slow but sure  
 
 5.   Better late than never  
 
 
27. 1.   out of work   
   
  2.   on the run   
   
  3.   away from home   
   
  4.   off the record  
 
 5.   in danger  
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28. 1.   over all   
   
  2.   above all   
   
  3.   after all   
   
  4.   all of a sudden 
 
 5.   all in one   
 
 
 29. 1.   before this   
   
  2.   since then   
   

3.   now and then   
   
  4.   from now on   
 
 5.   up to now 
 
 
 30. 1.   Hear?   
   
  2.   See?   
   

3. Watch!   
 

4. Tell? 
 

5. Sure? 
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B.  Instructions:  In this part, you will have to answer TWO questions to gain TWO marks.      
                         There are two parts in this section. Read each situation and the dialogue  
                         carefully. Choose 

1. the appropriate expression for the first missing part (Item A) and 
2. the response/reaction to the expression for the second missing part (Item B) 
Both answers (Items A and B) must be correct and make sense in order to 
gain Two marks. 
 
 

31. Situation: Sandra is at a fast food restaurant.  She wants to buy a pizza. 

             Assistant :  …………  (A)…........ 

             Sandra :  Yes, That’s me. 

            Assistant :    ………….(B)……….. 

            Sandra :  Can I have a large pizza, please? 

 

A.  1. Number 34, please. 

2. May I help you? 

3. Is that your turn? 

4. Anything I can help you? 

5. Are you waiting? 

 

          B.       1. Would you like anything else? 

                    2. What would you like? 

                    3. What’s your favourite  food? 

                    4. How would you like to pay? 

                    5. What would you like to drink? 
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32.   Situation : Paul and Robert are talking on the phone. 

          Robert :   Hi, Paul – it’s Robert.   ………… (A)……….. 

          Paul :   Hi, Robert. Er.., I haven’t got any plans……… (B)……….. 

Robert :   I was wondering if you’d like to come and watch a football match on 

Saturday . I’ve got an extra ticket. 

 

A.        1. How are you doing?               

          2. Are you free at the moment? 

                   3. Will you be busy this weekend? 

                   4. What are you doing this weekend? 

                   5. What did you do last weekend? 

 

         B.       1. Why do you ask?                                       

                    2. What do you mean by that? 

                   3. Are you alright? 

                    4. Thanks for asking me.  

5. Would you like to leave a message? 
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33.  Situation :  Pim wants to buy a pair of Jeans  

Assistant:  Hello , ………………A……………………… . 

Pim:    Yes, Can I try these on, please? 

Assistant :  …………B…………. . The fitting rooms are over there . 

Pim:   Thank you. 

 

A:  1. What’s wrong with you?  

  2. Would you like anything else? 

  3. May I help you?  

           4. What’s the matter?  

  5. Last day on sale! 

 

B:  1. That’s okay, but hurry up. 

  2. Of course. 

                   3. O.K. but you must take them. 

           4. They’re very nice. 

  5. Please, Don’t be shy.  
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34.  Situation :  Jim gives his  news to his friend. 

 Jim:   ……………A………………….  I ‘m afraid I failed my driving test. 

 John :   …………B……………………    You must be really disappointed. 

 

A:  1. How the wonderful world it is! 

  2. Take it easy! 

  3. My dream has come true! 

  4. I’ve got something to tell you. 

  5. I was really excited. 

 

B: 1.That’s terrific!      

  2. What a pity!  

  3. Congratulations! 

  4. It’s so nice. 

5. That’s brilliant. 
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35. Situation:  Jennifer invites Rose to her birthday party. 

    Jennifer :  I’m having my birthday party at my house. ………………A…………………… 

    Rose:    ………..B………………..   When should I be there ? 

    Jennifer :  Anytime after 8 . 

 

A:  1.Would you like to come?  

  2. Can you come? 

  3. Do you come? 

  4. Please join me. 

  5. May you come? 

 

B:  1.Thank you. 

  2. Sorry, I’m not free.   

  3. Should I? 

  4. Don’t mention it. 

  5. I’d love to. 
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36.  Situation:  Vicky gave some money to a beggar. 

Valerie:   Why did you give money to that beggar? 

Vicky:  ...............A…………  I can't walk past, ignoring him. 

Valerie:  You are just encouraging him to be lazy. It is a bad habit. 

Vicky:  He looks old and sick. 

Valerie:  …………...B………… But there are organizations to help people like him. 

 

         A. 1. Why shouldn’t I? 

2. He’s always there. 

3. I dislike beggars. 

4. I feel sorry for.  

5. Forget it. 

 

B.   1. All right. 

2. Yes, he does. 

3. I believe you. 

4. You may be right. 

5. I don’t think so. 
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37. Situation :  Mother and daughter are cooking in the kitchen. 

Mother: The pot's hot. …………..A………………. 

Daughter: …………….B……………… I'll use a pot holder. 

Mother: Could you lay the table for me? 

Daughter: Of course. 

 

    A. 1. Beware! 

2.  Don’t touch it. 

 3. Leave it alone. 

4. Took it off the stove. 

5. Throw it away. 

 

B.   1. I can cook.   

    2. I'm not stupid.   

    3. I'll be careful.   

    4. I've done it before.   

   5. It’s a pleasure.  
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38. Situation: A couple is going to see a show. 

      Wife:  If you don't hurry, we'll be late for the show. 

        Husband: There's plenty of time………………A……………… 

        Wife:  Plenty of time? The show starts in twenty minutes. 

       Husband: It takes only ten minutes to get there. We can leave now. 

      Wife:  ………………B………………………….. 

       Husband: It's bad for health to be so anxious about everything. 

 

A. 1. Why are you in a hurry? 

                     2. It's only six o'clock. 

                     3. I won't take long. 

                     4. You are always so impatient. 

                     5. Why complain? 

B. 1. Good. 

                     2. That's better. 

                     3. Thank goodness for that! 

                     4. It's about time. 

                     5. Oh! my god. 
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39.  Situation :  Samurai is late for his appointment . 

Samurai: ……………..A……………. I got held up by the heavy traffic. 

Indra:  That's all right. It's always like that on Saturday evenings.  

                                Have you met Liza  

Samurai: ………………B……………………………. 

Indra:  Come and meet her then. Liza. I'd like you to meet Samurai. 

Samurai: Hello. It's a pleasure to meet you. Indra has told me so much  

                               about you. 

 

A. 1. I’m sorry I’m late. 

2. I’m know. I’m late. 

3. Forgive me for being late.  

4. I’m terribly, aren’t I? 

5. Don’t you know I’m late?   

  

B. 1. I don’t know. 

     2. No, I haven’t. 

      3. You know I haven’t. 

4. I can’t remember. 

5. Oh! I forget it. 
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40.  Situation: Amy broke her mother’s vase.  

Amy:       Mother, I have something to tell you.  

Mother:    What is it?  

Amy:        ______A______  

Mother:    How did it happen?  

Amy:       I was dusting the shelf and knocked it over.  

Mother:    ______B______ That's the second vase you have broken.  

                               I'm going to deduct some money from your allowance each week.  

 

A.    1. I didn't finish the dusting.    

    2. You won't believe what I've done.    

   3. Promise me you won't get angry.    

      4. I have broken your favorite vase. 

      5. I’m sure you get angry. 

 

B.   1. Not again!    

      2. How could you?    

      3. You are really careless. 

     4. Don't go into my room again.    

      5. It’s your false. 
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Section I:  Speaking and Writing Ability 

Part II:   Writing Ability (Nos. 41-70: 30 marks)   

A:           Writing (Nos. 1-10: 20 marks)   

Directions :      Choose  

1. the appropriate expression for the missing part (Item A) and  

2. the expression for the second missing part (Item B). 

Both answers (Item A and B) must be correct and make sense in 

order to gain two marks. 

 

 

 

41. The AMISH are a religious group  _____A____   the Rhine River, ___B___  . 

 

A      1. which originally lived along 

        2. who living along 

        3. originally living along 

        4. who originally living along 

        5. who originally lived along 

 

B      1. and who live in southern Germany and in Switzerland 

        2. in southern Germany and in Switzerland 

        3. live in southern Germany and in Switzerland 

        4. of southern Germany and in Switzerland 

        5. that is in southern Germany and in Switzerland 
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42. I turned up at Greendale pretty late, _____A____ until I was fifteen, but I still remember      

   _____B____on my first day. 

 

A      1. because my parents didn’t move here 

        2. and my parents didn’t move here 

        3. because my parents don’t move here 

        4. and my parents didn’t  move here 

        5. so my parents don’t move here 

 

B      1. why my classmates were great 

        2. how were my classmates great 

        3. why were my classmates great 

        4. how great my classmates were 

        5. my classmates who were great 

 

 

43.      _____A____ about where words come from, he probably _____B____ an 

etymologist. 

 

A      1. If Thomas’s grandfather hasn’t told his stories 

        2. If Thomas’s grandfather hasn’t been told his stories 

        3. If Thomas’s grandfather hadn’t told his stories 

        4. If Thomas’s grandfather didn’t tell his stories 

        5. If Thomas’s grandfather hadn’t been told his stories 

 

B      1. would have become 

        2. would become 

        3. haven’t become 

        4. wouldn’t have become 

        5. wouldn’t become 
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44.  I must admit _____A____ the whole thing: imagine   _____B____ I haven’t seen in years! 

 

A      1. that I’m totally excited for 

        2. that I’m totally excited at 

        3. that I’m totally excited of          

        4. that I’m excited totally about 

        5  that I’m totally excited about  

 

B      1. meet up with all those people 

        2. meeting up with all those people  

        3. to meet up with all those people  

        4. meeting up with those all people 

        5. have met up with all those people 

 

 

45.  Sometimes I think  _____A____, but I’ve   _____B____ a lot of things. 

 

A      1. I am almost so patient 

        2. I am almost too patient 

        3. I am almost such patient      

        4. I am nearly almost patient 

        5. I am really almost patient 

 

B      1. also found that patience helps me in  

        2. found also that patience helps me in  

        3. found that patience helps me also in         

        4. also been found that patience helps me in 

        5. also found that patience helps in me 
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46. The contest starts _____A____and then yells, screams, jumps up and down, puffs, 

blows,   

    whistles, or   _____B____ to incite the frog to jump. 

 

A      1. at the “jockey” positions his or her frog 

        2. how the “jockey” positions his or her frog 

        3. as the “jockey” positions his or her frog 

        4. when the “jockey” positions his or her frog 

        5. while the “jockey” positions his or her frog 

 

B      1.  do whatever else is necessary       

        2.  does where else is necessary 

        3.  does whatever else is necessary       

        4.  do something else is necessary 

        5.  did whatever else was necessary       

 

 

47.   _____A____ some form of silence;   _____B____ in different in different cultural groups. 

 

A      1. Most people throughout the world experience  

        2. Most experience people throughout the world  

        3. The most people throughout the world experience 

        4. People throughout the world most experience 

        5. Throughout the world, most experience people  

 

B      1.  however, people’s attitudes towards silence are dramatically different 

        2.  therefore, people’s attitudes towards silence are dramatically different 

        3.  as a result, people’s attitudes towards silence are dramatically different    

        4.  whereas, people’s attitudes towards silence are dramatically different 

        5.  also, people’s attitudes towards silence are dramatically different 
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48.  Many parents think that    _____A____ difficult as maths, it is OK. _____B____, others  

    have asked the States Education Department to do something about the matter. 

   

A      1. unless the book helps students to understand something as 

        2. whether the book helps students to understand something  

        3. how  the book helps students to understand something as 

        4. if the book helps students to understand something as  

        5. the book helps students to understand something as 

 

B      1. Moreover 

        2. Finally       

        3. Whereas        

        4. On the other hand  

        5. Though  

 

 

49. Some people _____A____ and songs of birds.  _____B____ and take notes on their 

habit. 

 

A      1. go bird watching just to enjoy the beauty 

        2. going bird watching just to enjoy the beauty 

        3. bird watching just to enjoy the beauty 

        4. who go bird watching just to enjoy the beauty 

        5. who go watching bird just to enjoy the beauty 

 

B      1. Other lists the birds they see 

        2. Another lists the birds they see       

        3. The others list the birds they see      

        4. Someone lists the birds they see 

        5. Others list the birds they see     
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50.     _____A____, with rules from the pharaohs to Soviet leaders employing astrologers  

         and mystics   _____B____, and it is an interest that refuses to die out.  

 

A      1. Humankind has been always interested in divination 

        2. Humankind always has been interested in divination 

        3. Humankind has always been interested in divination 

        4. Humankind has always interested in divination 

        5. Humankind always has interested in divination 

 

B      1. to help them make importance decisions         

        2. helps them make important decisions             

        3. helping them make important decisions       

        4. to help them make important decisions 

        5. which helps them make important decisions       

 

 

51. Crystal ball gazing seems to be a dying art, maybe _____A____ but there are still  

     aficionados who claim that  _____B____ the future. 

 

A      1. because there are so many old gypsy women at fairgrounds 

        2. because there aren’t so many old gypsy women at fairgrounds 

        3. because there are also many old gypsy women at fairgrounds 

        4. because there are many so old gypsy women at fairgrounds 

        5. because there will be so many old gypsy women at fairgrounds 

 

B      1. it is the most guaranteed way of predicting the future 

        2. it is guaranteed the most way of predicting the future 

        3. the most way of predicting the future is guaranteed       

        4. the way of predicting the future is the most guaranteed 

        5. the most guaranteed way is to predict the future 
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52. Sharing an apartment with people of other cultures is an enriching 

experience;____A____  

     because people from different cultures _____B____.   

   

A      1. sometimes leads to misunderstandings or conflicts 

        2. when it can sometimes lead to misunderstandings or conflicts 

        3. that it can sometimes lead to misunderstandings or conflicts 

        4. however it can sometimes lead to misunderstandings or conflicts 

        5. so that it can sometimes lead to misunderstandings or conflicts 

 

B      1.  having different customs and expectations  

        2.  will have different customs and expectations          

        3.  have different customs and expectations        

        4.  will be different customs and expectations 

        5.  has  different customs and expectations     

  

 

53. Although in some countries dinner is the largest meal of the day, _____A____, as this 

can  

     make you put on weight and _____B____. 

 

A      1. you try to avoid eating too much heavy or fried food 

        2. you should try to avoid eating too much heavy or fried food 

        3. you  were trying to avoid eating too much heavy or fried food 

        4. you shouldn’t try to avoid eating too much heavy or fried food 

        5. you would have tried to eat too much heavy or fried food 

 

B      1. effect the quality of your sleep           

        2. effecting the quality of your sleep         

        3. affecting the quality of your sleep        

        4. affects the quality of your sleep 

        5. affect the quality of your sleep  
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54. Together with six other volunteers form Save the Seas, _____A____, Melanie has been  

      working with an Indonesian marine research team _____B____. 

 

A      1. is a nonprofit charitable organization 

        2. that is a nonprofit charitable organization 

        3. a nonprofit charitable organization 

        4. of a nonprofit charitable organization 

        5. a nonprofit charity organization 

 

B      1. surveys the ocean environment   

        2. surveyed the ocean environment           

        3. surveying the ocean environment        

        4. to survey the ocean environment 

        5. has surveyed the ocean environment    

 

 

55. The first baseball caps _____A____, the Knickerbockers, around 1840, and they were  

      made of straw. Today they _____B____ and worn by people from all walks of life. 

 

A      1. were worn by the New York team 

        2. were made by the New York team 

        3. were sold by the New York team 

        4. had made by the New York team 

        5  had worn  by the New York team 

 

B      1.  have made of different fabrics  

        2.  have been made of different fabrics         

        3.  are made from different fabrics       

        4.  are made of  different fabrics 

        5.  made of different fabrics    
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56.      _____A____ to speak Chinese when I was a kid. My dad spoke Chinese, and ___B___. 

 

A      1. I really wish I have learned 

        2. I really wish I had learned  

        3. I really wish I learned 

        4. I really wish I can learn 

        5. I really wish learning 

 

B      1.  he can write it too  

        2. he could write it too          

        3. he writes it too        

        4. it is spoken too 

        5. he has written it too    

 

 

57.   _____A____ how important Chinese was going to be in the future, _____B____. 

 

A      1.  If your dad had known  

        2. If your dad knows 

        3. If your dad knew 

        4. If your dad was known 

        5. If your dad hadn’t known 

 

B      1. he would have taught you the language 

        2. he will have taught you the language          

        3. he would have been teaching you the language        

        4. he was going to teach you the language 

        5. he would very much like to teach you the language 
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58.     _____A____, they walk leisurely _____B____.     

    

A      1. quickly crossing the street 

        2. instead of  quickly crosses the street 

        3. instead of crosses the street quickly 

        4. instead of crossing the street quickly 

        5. instead of quickly cross the street  

 

B      1. as if  they hadn’t all the time in the world 

        2. as if they have had all the time in the world            

        3. as if they have all the time in the world        

        4. as they have all the time in the world 

        5. as if they had all the time in the world      

 

 

59.     _____A____ is when there’s someone who is tailgating – you know, when someone is  

        driving right up to your back bumper.  _____B____ crash into the rear of my car. 

 

A      1.  What is the most annoying me in traffic  

        2.  Which annoys me the most in traffic          

        3.  What annoys me the most in traffic       

        4.  The most annoying for me in traffic 

        5.  What annoyed me the most in traffic    

 

B      1. Feeling like slamming on the breaks and letting them   

        2. I feel to like slamming on the breaks and letting them          

        3. I feel like slamming on the breaks and letting them         

        4. The feeling of slamming on the breaks and let them 

        5. I have a feeling of slamming on the breaks and let them     
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60.     _____A____, he called me for the seventh time that morning to ask _____B____. 

 

A      1. Exciting to his new “toy”   

        2. Excited with his new “toy”            

        3. To be excited with his new “toy”        

        4.  Being excited with his new “toy”        

        5.  To have been excited with his new “toy”  

 

B      1.  if there were any messages for him  

        2.  unless there were any messages for him          

        3.  that there were any messages for him       

        4.  were there any messages for him 

        5.  there were any messages for him     

 

 

61. Nobody knows _____A____, but police believe _____B____ for suitable food to take  

     back to their planet. 

 

A      1. what did the aliens do on earth          

        2. what were the aliens doing on earth                 

        3. what the aliens were doing on earth        

        4. that the aliens were doing on earth 

        5. the aliens were doing on earth     

   

B      1. they could search                     

        2. they might be trying to search                   

        3. they could have been searching         

        4. they could be searched 

        5. they could be searching   
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62. Orozco is renowned _____A____ on the wall of _____B____. 

 

A 1.  to the magnificent murals he painted 

 2. for the magnificent murals he painted 

 3. of the magnificent murals he was painting  

 4. by the magnificent murals he painted 

 5. as the magnificent murals he painted 

 

B 1. the palace in which Fine Art in Mexico  

 2. the palace where Fine Art in Mexico  

 3. the palace with Fine Art in Mexico  

 4. the palace of Fine Art in Mexico  

           5. the palace which Fine Art in Mexico  

 

 

63.  I lost my father  _____A____, and I suddenly realized that  _____B____. 

 

A      1. what a young boy I was   

        2. in the period of time of being a young boy          

        3. during I was a young boy       

        4. at the age of a young boy 

        5.  when I was a young boy     

 

B      1. I face the risk to have the same thing happen to my kids  

        2. I am risking having the same thing happen to my kids           

        3. I take a risk to have the same thing happen to my kids       

        4. I was risking to have the same thing happen to my kids 

        5. I was risking having the same thing happen to my kids 
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64.    _____A____ that this contravenes the terms of the original agreement.  _____B____ as  

        to how we can rectify it . 

 

A      1. I am sure that you will have agreement          

        2. I am sure that you will agree          

        3. I am sure that you will agree with                

        4. I am sure that you would have agreed          

        5. I am sure that you would agree         

  

B      1. I am looking for your suggestion   

        2. I am looking forward to your suggestion                    

        3. I also await your suggestion                

        4. I therefore await your suggestion          

        5. I am waiting for your suggestion 

 

 

65. Animals, like humans, _____A____.  After months and years in a cage without any  

     interest, _____B____. 

 

A      1. are affected by their environment 

        2. are affecting their environment     

        3. affect their environment        

        4. are generated by their environment 

        5. are generating their environment 

 

B      1. animals begin to lose their natural characteristics  

        2. animals begin to spoil their natural characteristics          

        3. animals begin to damage their natural characteristics                

        4. animals begin to ruin their natural characteristics          

        5. animals begin to devastate their natural characteristics          
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66. A horse is _____A____,  it’s _____B____ that can do a lot of work. 

 

A      1. never a beautiful animal     

        2. not a beautiful animal           

        3. not only a beautiful animal        

        4. neither a beautiful animal 

        5. either a beautiful animal  

  

B      1. a useless animal   

        2. a useful animal           

        3. as well as useless animal      

        4. nor a useful animal 

        5. also a useful animal   

 

 

67.    _____A____ by studying twice as hard, Alex did not realize _____B____ he was 

leading. 

 

A      1. While struggled to get ahead in life   

        2. While I struggled to get ahead in life             

        3. While struggling to get ahead in life       

        4. While I was struggling to get ahead in life       

        5. Being struggling to get ahead in life   

 

B      1.  what a lonely life  

        2.  what a lonely life is           

        3.  what is a lonely life     

        4.  how lonely he is 

        5.  how is he lonely  
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68.  Arafat asked that Palestinian police chief Ghazi Jabali _____A____ to the West Bank  

      town of Ramallah _____B____ . 

 

A      1. allows to travel from Gaza          

        2. allowing to travel from Gaza                 

        3. allow to travel from Gaza        

        4. allowed to travel from Gaza 

        5. be allowed to travel from Gaza    

 

B      1. to be attentive at his father’s funeral         

        2. to be attended his father’s funeral                 

        3. attended his father’s funeral       

        4. to attend his father’s funeral 

        5. attending his father’s funeral  

 

 

69.   Spurlock decided to eat three McDonald’s meals a day for one month. _____A____  

       he had imagined: By the end of the month, Spurlock  _____B____. 

 

A      1. The effects were much worse than    

        2. The effects were much the worst             

        3. The affects were much worse than          

        4. The impacts were much worse than    

        5. The products were much worse than   

 

B      1. had gained more than 20 kilograms         

        2. has gained more than 20 kilograms                  

        3. will gain more than 20 kilograms      

        4. gain more than 20 kilograms      
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        5. is going to gain more than 20 kilograms      

 

 

 

70.  The teenage brain, _____A____, is different from the adult brain. It’s _____B____  

       scientists had previously thought. 

 

A      1. due to the latest research            

        2. accordingly to the latest research            

        3. according to the latest research       

        4. because of the latest research            

        5. in spite of the latest research        

        

B      1.  less developing and more changeable than          

        2.  less developed and more changeable than          

        3.  more developed and more changeable than               

        4.  more developing and more changeable than          

        5.  the most developed and more changeable than          
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Section I:  Speaking and Writing Ability 

Part II:   Writing Ability (Nos. 41-70: 30 marks)   

B:           Usage (Nos. 1-10: 20 marks)   

Directions :    1. Identify the incorrect part of each sentence (marked A, B, C, D, or E) 

                    2. Choose the appropriate correction from the choices (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5) 

                   You will get TWO marks for each correct item. 

71.  I am disappointed in not having saw any stage plays while I was in New York  

                A                             B                   C              D                      

     on vacation. 

           E 

A 1. am disappointing  C 1. plays any stage  E 1.  vacation 

 2. disappoint   2. stage any plays   2. in vacation 

 3. disappointed   3. any plays stage   3. by vacation 

 4. feel disappointing   4. some plays stage   4. within vacation 

 5. disappointing   5. some stage plays   5. next vacation 

 

B 1. have been seeing  D 1. many times     

 2. having seeing   2. then     

 3. seeing   3. very often     
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 4. having seen   4. too     

 5. saw   5. so much     

72.  It is necessary that a person drinks several glasses of water daily if he wishes to remain healthy.  

                                        A                B                              C                      D               E 

 

A 1. will drink  C 1. day  E 1. health 

 2. drink   2. dairy   2. healthy 

 3. drank   3. annually   3. heal 

 4. drinking   4. diary   4. more health 

 5. to drink   5. usually   5. unhealthy 

           

B 1. a  D 1. a     

 2. much   2. by     

 3. a large   3. with     

 4. a large amount   4. on     

 5. less   5. in     
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73. Fred asked his friend, I saw a good film last week. Do you know which film I'm talking about? 

             A                      B                         C                       D                        E         

 

A 1. has asked  C 1. next week  E 1. I talked 

 2. asking   2. weekly   2. I had talked 

 3. ask   3. the following week   3. I was talked 

 4. is asking   4. week after week   4. I have been talked 

 5. had asked   5. this week   5. I had been talking 

 

B 1. has saw  D 1. have known     

 2. see   2. known     

 3. am seeing   3. knew     

 4. seen   4. were known     

 5. had seen   5. are knowing     
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  74. The Koran is regarded for centuries as a perfect example of written Arabic. 

       A                 B                            C              D                    E 

 

A 1. A  C 1. to  E 1. wrote 

 2. These   2. with   2. write 

 3. A large amount of   3. by   3. was written 

 4. A large number of   4. on   4. is writing 

 5. Any   5. in   5. is written 

 

B 1. was regarded  D 1. example perfectly     

 2. is regarding   2. perfectly example      

 3. regarding   3. example perfected     

 4. has been regarded   4. perfect examples     

 5. had been regarding   5. perfecting examples     
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  75. Industrial designers try to make products attraction, efficient, and safe. 

          A                      B      C                         D            E   

 

A 1. Industry  C 1. making  E 1. efficiently 

 2. An industrial   2. make   2. efficiency 

 3. Every industrial   3. made   3. effectively 

 4. None industrial   4. to be made   4. inefficient 

 5. Any industrial   5. to have making   5. Effect 

 

B 1. tries  D 1. attractive     

 2. tired   2. attract     

 3. were tired   3. attracts     

 4. trying   4. unattractive     

 5. has tried   5. attacking     
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76. The newspaper reported that the models looked very beautifully during the recent fashion show. 

                                         A                       B       C         D                                        E 

 

A 1. by  C 1. more  E 1.  fashion shows  

 2. with   2. far   2.  fashionable show  

 3. of   3. such   3.  fashioner show  

 4. in   4. at   4.  in fashion show  

 5. on   5. for   5.  fashion showing  

           

B 1. are looked  D 1. attractively     

 2. looks   2. preciously     

 3. looking   3. beautiful     

 4. has been looked   4. beauty     

 5. looks like   5. valuably     
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77. The patient’s doctor strongly urges that he has an operation on his back as soon as his general  

             A                      B                           C                           D 

     health improves. 

                   E 

 

A 1. patient  C 1. had  E 1. will improve 

 2. patient has   2. is having   2. improve 

 3. patient is   3. had had   3. improved 

 4. patients   4. have   4. had been improved 

 5. patients’   5. was having   5. improvement 

           

B 1. strong  D 1. he     

 2. stronger   2. him     

 3. stresses   3. our     

 4. strength   4. her     

 5. serious   5. their     
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78. My professor is an extremely fascinating person. Even if, she tells some of the most interesting 

            A                     B                   C                 D                       E                                                                           

    stories I have ever heard.  

                                                       

A 1. professor  C 1. fascinate person  E 1. any of 

 2. professors   2. fascinated person   2. of some 

 3. profession   3. person fascination   3. much of 

 4. professional   4. person fascinating   4. little of 

 5. professionally   5. fascinating people   5. of many 

           

B 1. extreme  D 1. On the contrary      

 2. strong   2. Nevertheless      

 3. serious   3. As soon as     

 4. terrible   4. Despite     

 5. cruel   5. Besides that     
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79. Tom Brown gave so a stirring performance that the audience stood up and clapped for five 

minutes. 

                            A        B                          C                          D                           E                                            

 

A 1. such  C 1. as  E 1. to 

 2. too   2. to   2. on 

 3. very   3. in order to   3. since 

 4. much   4. for   4. during 

 5. little   5. from   5. among 

           

B 1. stir  D 1. stand up     

 2. stirred   2. standing up     

 3. very stir   3. stands up     

 4. stirrer   4. up stand      

 5. stirrup   5. is standing up     
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80. Parents should never threaten punishment for grades lower that they expected; 

                   A                              B  

      the threat usually tends to make the child feels frustrated and inferior. 

                              C                                     D          E 

 

A 1

. 

Parents never should     C 1. usually tend  E 1. frustrate 

 2

. 

Should parents never   2. usual tends   2. frustrating 

 3

. 

Parents should never   3. tends usually   3. frustration 

 4

. 

Never parents should   4. usual tender   4. frustratingly 

 5

. 

Never should parents   5. usually trends   5. frustrates 

           

B 1 threat punishment  D 1. is feeling     
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. 

 2

. 

punishment threaten   2. feeling     

 3

. 

punish threat   3. feel     

 4

. 

threatening  punish   4. had felt     

 5

. 

punish threatening   5. having been felt     

 

 

 

 

81. Before arriving at the airport, he had taken off  his coat and throwed it over his shoulder, 

                    A                                    B                                   C  

      complaining of the heat. 

             D                 E 

 

A 1. arrive at  C 1. throw  E 1. the hotter 

 2. arrive in   2. throws   2. the cold 

 3. arriving by   3. threw   3. a heat 
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 4. arrived in   4. thrown   4. heated 

 5. arrived at   5. throwing   5. a cold 

           

B 1. has taken off  D 1. complained     

 2. took off   2. is complaining     

 3. takes off   3. was complaining      

 4. is taking off   4. had complained     

 5. was taking off   5. complains     

 

 

 

 

82. Hoping she would not be seen, Mary rushed in, picking up her purse, and rushed out immediately. 

         A                              B                                   C                                   D               E        

 

A 1. Hope  C 1. pick up  E 1. immediate 

 2. Hoped   2. is picking up   2. quick 

 3. Hopefully   3. was picking up   3. fastly 

 4. Being hoped   4. picked up   4. hardly 
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 5. Been hoped   5. has picked up   5. sudden 

           

B 1. is seen  D 1. rushing out      

 2. to be seen   2. rush out     

 3. sees   3. was rushing out     

 4. seeing   4. has rushed out     

 5. saw   5. had rushed out     

 

 

 

 

 

 

83. If the drilling platform had built to withstand the violent storms, it wouldn’t have collapsed. 

                                         A                B                        C                      D                E                    

 

A 1. build  C 1. storms violent  E 1. collapse 

 2. builds   2. violently storms   2. collapsing 

 3. built   3. storms violence   3. been collapsed 
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 4. has built   4. violence storms   4. be collapsed 

 5. had been built   5. storms violently   5. being collapsed 

           

B 1. withstand  D 1. will have     

 2. withstood   2. won’t have     

 3. to withstood   3. would have     

 4. withstanding   4. wouldn’t  have had     

 5. to be withstanding   5. won’t have had     

 

 

 

 

 

 

84. Some teachers have sought to involve students only superficially in the teacher-pupil planning, 

                                 A                                               B  

telling students that they play an active part in the process and then proceeding to oppose almost all 

  C                                                                    D 

suggestions that offered.   

                        E 
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A 1. had sought  C 1. tell  E 1. that offer 

 2. have been sought   2. tells   2. that are offered 

 3. would sought   3. told   3. offered that 

 4. was seeking   4. being tell   4. that is offered 

 5. will be seeking   5. been told   5. that be offered 

           

B 1. only  superficial  D 1. on the process     

 2. only superficiality   2. in the processional     

 3.  superficial only   3. in the processor     

 4. superficiality only   4. in process     

 5. superficially only   5. in  processor     

 

 

 

85. There was so much noise from the audience that the speaker could not make herself hearing. 

           A                  B                                      C              D                                          E                                  

 

A 1. There is  C 1. to  E 1. hears 

 2. There are   2. as   2. heard 
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 3. There were   3. than   3. been heard 

 4. There will be   4. for   4. to hear 

 5. There have been   5. which   5. for hear 

           

B 1. much noisy  D 1. speakers     

 2. many noises   2. speaking     

 3. any noise   3. spoken     

 4. a lot of noises   4. spokesman     

 5. very  noisy   5. spoke woman     

 

 

 

 

 

 

86. Electrical disturbances on Earth are frequently caused with storms on the surface of the sun. 

          A                                              B                        C                      D                   E 

 

A 1. Electrically  C 1. for  E 1. sun 

 2. Electricity   2. by   2. a sun 
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 3. Electric   3. to   3. sunny 

 4. Electrician   4. with   4. sunshine 

 5. Election   5. as   5. sunlight 

           

B 1. is frequent  D 1. on surfaces     

 2. is frequently   2. on a surface     

 3. are frequency   3. in a surface     

 4. are frequent   4. to the surface     

 5. are being frequent   5. nearly a surface     

 

 

 

 

 

87. Inventor Granville Woods received him first patent on January 3, 1884, for a steam boiler 

furnace. 

                                               A       B                    C                          D             E 

 

A 1. will receive  C 1. in  E 1. stream boiler 
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 2. receives   2. by   2. boiling steam 

 3. receive   3. for   3. steam boilers 

 4. receiving   4. at   4. boiler steamer 

 5. being received   5. to   5. boiler stream 

           

B 1. his  D 1. as     

 2. its   2. with     

 3. he   3. by     

 4. them   4. along     

 5. their   5. through     

 

 

 

 

 

88. Naturally, the gopher digs with the big strong claws of its two front foot and with its 

                                     A                           B              C             D  

      overhanging front teeth 

             E 
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A 1. is digging  C 1. it  E 1. overhang 

 2. dig   2. their   2. overhung 

 3. had dug   3. our   3. over hanger 

 4. were digging   4. my   4. overhangs 

 5. will be digging   5. mine   5. over hangers 

           

B 1. big strongly claws  D 1. front foots     

 2. strongly big claws   2. front feet     

 3. strong bigger claws   3. front of foots     

 4. big strong craw   4. foot front     

 5. big strong crawl   5. feet front     

  

 

 

 

89. Guppies are sometimes call rainbow fish because of the males’ bright colors. 

        A                              B                 C          D                               E 

 

A 1. Guppy  C 1. fishes  E 1. brightly colors 
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 2. Any guppy   2. fishing   2. brightness colors 

 3. Some guppy   3. fisher   3. brighten colors 

 4. Any guppies   4. fisherman   4. colors bright 

 5. Less guppies   5. fishmonger   5. colors brightly 

           

B 1. calling  D 1. but     

 2. calls   2. because     

 3. to call   3. and     

 4. being call   4. although     

 5. called   5. even though     

 

 

 

 

 

 

90. As two nuclei move closer together, their mutual electrostatic potential energy becomes 

      A                    B                                   C                                    D  

      more large and more positive. 

            E 
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A 1. Even though  C 1. their mutually  E 1. more larger 

 2. Provided   2. their mutuality   2. much large 

 3. Nevertheless   3. its mutually   3. far large 

 4. In addition to   4. its mutuality   4. larger 

 5. Moreover   5. its own mutuality   5. largely 

           

B 1. moves  D 1. potential energies     

 2. moving   2. potentially energy     

 3. has been moved   3. energy potential      

 4. is moved   4. energetic potential      

 5. was moved   5. potentially energies     

 

 

 

 

Section II:  Reading Ability 

Part I:   Cloze Test 

Instructions: Choose the word that best completes each blank in the passage. 
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Passage 1 

Throughout the ages, birds have been a source of wonder to all who have ___91___ their 

soaring flight or listened to their sweet song. ___92___ a group, birds are ___93___ they are 

the only animals covered ___94___ feathers. This evolutionary development ___95___ 

birds from all other animals. 

 

91.      1. verified        94. 1. by                  

         2 . supported             2. on                      

        3. claimed            3. with                  

4. observed              4.  as                  

5. warned      5.  into 

 

 

92.   1.  Like              95.  1. has been separated              

      2. Just                  2. separates                 

       3. Still                 3. separated      

     4. Another                  4. was separated       

 5. As        5. separating 

 

 

93.  1. unique        

     2. common            

     3. mundane       

     4. indifferent 

5. mediocre 

 

Passage 2  

 

___96___ people breathe, pollutants in the air ___97___ in the lungs or absorbed into the 

body. And polluted air can harm animals and plants ___98___ people. For this reason, our 

air supply should be ___99___ watched and managed to assure ___100___ good quality. 
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96.  1. When     

2. Until     

3. During      

4. If     

5. Just as 

 

97.       1. have deposited        

           2. are depositing      

           3. had to be deposited    

           4. will have deposited            

           5. may be deposited 

 

98.  1. as well as      

           2. in addition     

           3. even if      

           4. in spite of   

99.      1. alternately      

2. previously      

           3. hastily    

           4. closely        

5. furtively 

            

100.  1. then      

            2. its    

            3. his     

            4. theirs     

            5. it 

 

 

   

 

           5. supposing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Passage 3 

 

     A century ago the process of choosing a career was a much simpler matter than it is today. 

A boy often followed in his father's footsteps. His sister learned the household skills that 

___101___ her to become a wife and mother. Nowadays young people grow up in a much 
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freer society ___102___ they enjoy almost unlimited career opportunities. In recent years there 

___103___ an enormous increase in the kinds of vocations from which it is possible to choose. 

In addition, many of the barriers to career opportunity that existed only a few decades ago, 

such as ___104___ based on sex or religion or ethnic origins, are ___105___ disappearing. 

 

 

 101.  1. had prepared 

  2. may prepare 

3. was prepared 

4. would prepare 

5. preparing 

 

102. 1. where 

  2. when 

3. why 

  4. whom 

  5. whose 

 

103.  1. had been 

  2. has been 

3. will be 

4. would have been 

  5. was 

 

 

 

104. 1. judgment 

  2. perception 

3. goodwill 

4. devotion 

   5. discrimination 

 

105. 1. rapidly    

2. incessantly     

3. categorically 

4. vigilantly 

5. straightforwardly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Passage 4  
 
         Can we see ___106___ the earth is a globe? Yes, we can, when we watch a ship that 
sails out to sea. If we watch closely, we see that the ship begins ___107___. The bottom of 
the ship disappears first, and then the ship seems to sink lower and lower, ___108___ we 
can only see the top of the ship, and then we see nothing at all. What is hiding the ship 
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from us? It is the earth. Stick a pin most of the way into an orange, and ___109___ turn the 
orange away from you. You will see the pin disappear, ___110___ a ship does on the earth.  
 
 
106.   1. if 

2. where 

3. that 

4. whether 

5. when 

 

107.     1. being disappeared  

           2. to be disappeared 

           3. to have disappeared 

           4. to disappear 

 5. having disappeared 

 

108.  1. until 

2. since 

3. after 

           4. by the time 

5. unless 

 

 

 

 

 

 

109. 1. reluctantly 

              2. accidentally 

   3. slowly 

4. passionately 

5. carefully 

 

110.  1. the same 

2. alike 

3. just as 

4. by the way 

5. similar to 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Passage 5 
 
 After months of colder weather, the days get longer, the buds ___111___ in the trees, birds 
sing, and the world ___112___ a green dress. Spring passes ___113___ summer. Everyone 
knows that summer will not ___114___. The power of all the wisest men and women in the 
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world cannot keep it for us. The corn becomes ripe, the leaves turn brown and then drop to 
the ground, ___115___ the world changes its green dress for a dress of autumn colors.  
 
 
111. 1.fall off 

2.take up 

3.put off 

4.come out 

5.bring down 

 

112. 1.looks after 

2.puts on 

3.carries on 

4.comes round 

5.deals with 

 

113.  1. ainto 

2. by 

3. from 

          4. on 

          5. out of 

114.  1. forego 

2. evaluate 

           3. succumb 

4. last 

5. evolve 

 

115. 1. yet 

2. therefore 

3. since.                                                                                                                                                                       

4. whereas 

           5. and  

 

 

 

 

 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

Passage 6 

 

Petroleum, or crude oil, is one of the world's ___116___ natural resources. Plastics, 

synthetic fibers, and ___117___ chemicals are produced from petroleum. It is also used to 
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make lubricants and waxes___118___, its most important use is as a fuel for heating, for 

___119___ electricity, and ___120___ for powering vehicles.  

 

 

116. 1. as important 

2. most important 

3. so importantl 

4. less importantly 

5. too important 

 

117.  1. much 

2. a lot 

3. plenty 

4. many 

5. less 

 

118.  1. Therefore 

2. However 

3. Moreover 

119. 1. generated 

2. to generate 

3. being generate 

4. generate 

5. generating 

 

120. 1. decisively 

2. exclusively 

3. especially 

4. favourably 

5. notably 

 

 

 

 

     4. Hence 

     5. Rather 

 

 

 

 

 

Passage 7 
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     There once lived a poor tailor who had a son called Aladdin, a careless, idle boy 

___121___ would do nothing but play all day long in the streets with little idle boys 

like himself. This so grieved the father that ___122___ died; yet, in spite of his 

mother's tears and prayers, Aladdin did not mend his ways. One day, when he was 

playing in the streets as usual, a stranger ___123___ him if he was not the son of 

Mustapha the tailor. "I am, sir," replied Aladdin; "but he ___124___ a long while ago." 

On this the stranger, who was a famous magician, fell on his neck and kissed him 

saying: "I am your uncle, and ___125___ you from your likeness to my brother. Go 

to your mother and tell her I am coming." Aladdin ran home and told his mother of 

his newly found uncle. "Indeed, child," she said, "your father had a ___126___, but I 

always thought he was dead." However, she prepared supper, and told Aladdin to 

seek his uncle, who came laden with wine and fruit. He fell down and kissed the 

place where Mustapha used to sit, telling Aladdin's mother not to be ___127___ at 

not having seen him before, as he had been out of the country for forty years. He 

then turned to Aladdin, and asked him his trade, at which the boy hung his head, 

while his mother burst into tears. On learning that Aladdin was idle and had learned 

___128___ trade, he offered to get a shop for him and stock it with merchandise. 

The next ___129___ he bought Aladdin a fine suit of clothes and took him all over 

the city, showing him the sights, and brought him home at nightfall ___130___ his 

mother, who was overjoyed to see her son dressed so fine. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
121.   1. he 

   2.  who 

   3. which 

   4. what 

   5. whose 
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122.  1.  he 

   2 . they 

        3 . someone 

   4.  nobody 

        5.  anyone 

 

123.   1.  asks 

   2 . asked 

   3.  is asking 

   4.  was  asking 

   5.  has  asked 

 

 

 

 

 

124.   1. dead 

    2. is dead 

    3. dies 

    4. died 

    5. death 

 

125.    1. saw 

     2. thought 

     3. understood 

     4.  recognised 

     5.  realied 

 

126.   1.   brother 

      2.  father 

      3.   friend 

      4.   nephew 

      5.  uncle 

 

 

 

 

 

127.         1.   surprise 

          2 . surprised 

          3.   surprising 

          4.   insurprise 

          5.   unsurprised 
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 128          1.   a 

                2 . some 

                3 . any 

                4 . no 

                5 . an 

129.      1.  day 

                  2.  time 

     3.  one 

4. thing 

5. week 

 

      130. 1. for 

          2. with 

3. to 

     4. from 

5. at      

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Passage   8 
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Vaccination is a term coined by Edward Jenner for the ___131___ of administering 

live, albeit weakened, microbes to patients, with the intent of conferring immunity against a 

targeted form of a related ___132___ agent. Vaccination (Latin: vacca—cow) is so named 

because the first vaccine was derived from a virus affecting cows: the cowpox virus, a 

relatively benign virus that, in its ___133___ form, provides a degree of immunity to 

smallpox, a contagious and ___134___ disease. In common speech, 'vaccination' and 

'immunization' generally have the same colloquial meaning.  

Vaccination efforts were initially met with some resistance before early success 

brought widespread acceptance and mass vaccination campaigns were undertaken. The 

eradication of smallpox is considered the most spectacular success of vaccination. The last 

natural case of smallpox was discovered on October 26, 1977 in Somalia. This date is 

considered the anniversary of the ___135___ of smallpox. 

Modern-day critics of vaccination are concerned that ___136___ vaccination plays a 

role in autoimmune disease and autism, though large-scale scientific studies have failed to 

find a link. 

             In the generic sense, the process of triggering immune response, in an effort to 

protect against infectious disease, works by 'priming' the immune system with an 

'immunogen'. Stimulating immune response, via use of an infectious agent, is known as 

immunization. Vaccinations ___137___ the administration of one or more immunogens, in 

the form of live, but weakened (attenuated) infectious agents, which ___138___ are either 

weaker, but closely-related species (as with smallpox and cowpox), or strains weakened by 

some process. In such cases, an immunogen is called a vaccine. 

Some modern vaccines are administered after the patient already has contracted a 

disease, as in the cases of experimental AIDS, cancer and Alzheimer's disease vaccines. 

Vaccinia given after exposure to smallpox, within the first four days, is reported to 

___139___ the disease considerably, as vaccination within the first week is thought to be 

beneficial to a degree. The essential theory behind such immunizations is that the vaccine 

triggers ___140___ immune response than the natural infection itself. 

 

131.    1. process        

        2. transmission       

        3. procedure           

       4. growing      

       5. method 
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132.    1. sick             

          2. unhealthy          

          3. disease               

          4. sickness           

          5. ailment 

 

133.    1.  healthy       

          2.  demi                

          3.  sick                     

          4.  weakened           

          5.  unhealthy 

 

134.    1. deathable         

          2. dead                

          3. deadly                 

          4. deathly            

          5. deadable 

 

135.    1. eradication      

          2. existence             

          3. killing                 

          4. terminate      

5. contaminate 

           

 

 

136.     1. childhood        

2. adulthood           

           3. childish             

           4. children          

           5. child 

 

137.    1. produce          

2. involve               

           3. need                 

          4. acquaint             

           5. make 

           

138.     1. virtually        

2. normally               

3. usually             

4. always          

5. actually 

 

139.     1. attenuate        

2. diminish              

3. eradicate          

4. disappear     

5. decrease 

 

140.     1. super          

2. huge                   

3. enormous           

4. superior          

5. extra 

 

 

 

Section II:  Reading Ability 

Part II:   Reading Comprehension 
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Instructions: Read the following ad advertisements and choose the correct answers from 

                     the alternatives given. 
 

 
GIA 

Gemological Institute of America 
Learn About Gems & Jewelry 

From the world’s # 1 gemological institute 
67 year history of excellence in education  

Over 300,000 graduates worldwide 
 

Short Classes in July 
Diamond Grading 

Colored Stone Grading & Gem Identification 
Easy to learn – No homework ! – No exams! 

Contact GIA Thailand 
Tel. 02-237-9575-77    Fax. 02-236-9829 

e-mail : giathai@ ksc8.th.com 
 

 

      141.  If you are interested in learning about Gems and Jewelry at GIA, which way can’t you  

contact  GIA  Thailand ? 

1. By calling   

2. By fax  

3. By letter 

4. By mail 

5. By telephone 

 

 

142. Which is not true according to the ad?   

1. GIA Thailand offers short classes in July. 

2. GIA graduates come from all over the world. 

3. GIA has established for 67 years 

4. More than 300,000 people have finished their studies from GIA. 

5. You have to take exams before you finish the course. 
 

 
 
 

WE WANT YOU TO JOIN OUR TEAM WE WANT YOU TO JOIN OUR TEAM 
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The largest U.S.A. importer of children’s Apparel has the following position available. 
 
 
 
 
•  5 years experience in Q/C of children garment for U.S. market. 

•  Knowledge of fabric’s and children garment construction a must. 

•  Some English a plus. 

•  Some travelling may be requested. 
Self motivated people who are hard working, honest with children’s gmt experience needed.  This 
is your opportunity to join a U.S. Based corporation.  We provide attractive remunerations and 
other fringe benefits, with opportunity to travel.  This is a career opportunity to join a growing 
organization, soon to be number one in Bangkok. 
Send in your resumes or call 
63781 
 
 
 
 
 

 

143. What position is this company looking for?  

1. Children Garment Exporter. 

2. Quality Control Inspectors. 

3. Children Garment Manager. 

4. Children Garment Officer. 

5. Children Garment Importer. 

 

 

144. If you want to apply for this position, you must……………………………….. 

1. send in your resume by fax 

2. call Mr. Steven 

3. fill in the application form 

4. send an application form 

5. Either 1 or 2 

 

145.  Which is not true according to the ad?  

         1.   Experience in Quality Control of children garment for US market is necessary. 

QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTORS 

  MR. STEVEN 

TEL. 02-6378111-8 FAX. 02-638222, 02-6378333 
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         2.   Knowledge of fabric and children garment construction is necessary. 

         3.   Applicants are supposed to be fluent in English. 

         4.   Besides a good salary and fringe benefits the right candidate will have to travel. 

         5.   Applicants are expected to work both on-site and off-site. 

 

 

Read this news and choose the correct answer for each item below. 
 

 
War-game warming 

 
        China is to carry out its largest military exercises of the year this month aimed at 
sending a “substantial warning” to Taiwan separatists, state media reported yesterday. 
        The military drills will take place on Dongshan Island in southeastern China’s Fujian 
province, just 150 nautical miles west of Taiwan’s Penghu Island, the Beijing News said. 
        “The Dongshan Island exercises are different from exercises…….   It is joint exercise of 
The three militaries (army, air force and navy).  It’s the People’s Liberation Army’s (PLA) 
largest- scale exercise this  year,” the Beijing News said 
        The report did not say when the drills would start or how long they would last but 
similar drills in 2001 lasted for four months. 
        Nor did it reveal how many soldiers would take part. 
 
AGENCE FRANCE - PRESSE 
 

 
 

146.  What is the news mainly about?  

        1.  The war game 

        2.  China’s drills 

        3.  Taiwan’s military exercises 

        4.  Fujian province 

        5.  A substantial warning 

 

 

 

 

 

147.    The “drills” here refer to…………………………….. 

        1.  warning 
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        2.  army 

        3.  separatists 

        4.  soldiers 

        5.  military exercises 

 

 

148.  What is “Dongshan”?   

       1.  It’s in southeastern Beijing. 

       2.  It’s on Penghu island. 

       3.  The name of an army. 

       4.  An island in Fujian province. 

       5.  The military drills. 

 

 

149.   What information is given about the military exercises?   

      1.  The place where they will take place. 

      2.  The number of soldiers they involve. 

      3.  The duration of them. 

      4.  The date when they start. 

      5.  Its duration is the same as the drills in 2001. 

 

 

150.    What is the source of news?  
          1.  China 
          2.  Beijing 
          3.  Taiwan 
          4.  Agence France 
          5.  Fujian province 
 
 
 
 
151.    What is the unique characteristic of the military exercise?  
          1.  It’s the first exercise. 
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          2.  It’s the largest in Beijing. 
          3.  It will take place on an island. 
          4.  It is the People’s Liberation Army’s. 
          5.  It’s the cooperation of army, air force and navy. 
 

Read the weather forecast and choose the correct answer for each item below. 

 

At home... 

FORECAST for Metropolitan Bangkok until 
tomorrow morning  : Morning fog and cool, 
northeasterly winds 10-25 kph ; minimum 
temperature 23°C (73°F) maximum temperature 
32°C (90°F) 

 Today the sun rises at 6.42 a.m., sets at 
6.02 p.m.; the moon rises at 8.03 a.m., sets at 8.03 
p.m.; high tide at 10:24 a.m. and 6:28 p.m.; low  
tide at 3:15 a.m. and 3.58 p.m. 

 Yesterday’s minimum temperature21.2°C 
(70.2°F) at 5:15 a.m., maximum temperature 
32.4°C(90.3°F) at 2:30 p.m., average 
temperature26.8°C(80.2°F), average humidity 71 
per cent, relative humidity at 7 p.m. – per cent 
(unavailable). 
               CHIANG MAI 
 Morning fog and cool ; minimum 
temperature 18°C(64°F), maximum temperature 
30°C(90°F). 
                              
                             KHON KAEN 
 Morning light fog and cool ; minimum 
temperature 20°C(68°F), maximum temperature 
32°C(90°F). 
 

NAKHON RATCHASIMA 
 Morning light fog and cool ; minimum 
temperature 20°C(68°F), maximum 
temperature 32°C(90°F). 
                             

 

 

 

 

WEATHER 

PATTAYA 
 Mainly fair, slightsea, occasionally 
moderate off-shore ;  minimum temperature 
24°C(75°F), maximum temperature 32°C(90°F). 
 

KOH SAMUI 
 Partly cloudy with isolated showers or 
thunder showers, slight to moderate sea ;  
minimum temperature 25°C(77°F), maximum 
temperature 30°C(86°F). 
 

SONGKHLA 
 Partly cloudy and isolated showers or 
thunder showers, slight to moderate sea ;  
minimum temperature 26°C(79°F), maximum 
temperature 31°C(88°F). 
 

PHUKET 
 Mainly fair, SMOOTH TO slight sea, ;  
minimum temperature 25°C(77°F), maximum 
temperature 33°C(91°F). 
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152.   If you are in Songkhla, what you shouldn’t do is…………………

        1.  swimming in an indoor pool 

        2.  having a party in a living room 

        3.  doing exercise in the fitness room 

        4.  enjoying sunbathing with your friends 

        5.  having a chat with your relatives on the porch 

   

 

153.  According to the weather forecast, the province with the lowest temperature is…………….and 

the  one with the highest temperature is…………… 

       1.  Khon Kaen-Phuket 

       2.  Chieng Mai-Phuket 

       3.  Bangkok-Chieng Mai 

       4.  Chieng Mai-Khon Kaen 

       5.  Songkhla-Nakon Ratchasima 

 

 

154. What is the suitable activity to do if you are in Koh Samui?  

      1.  Sailing 

      2.  Riding bananaboat 

      3.  Sunbathing on the beach 

      4.  Riding a horse along the beach 

      5.  Eating seafood in the restaurant 
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Read the comic strips and choose the best answer to each question that follows. 

                                                                                  ( 1 )      

 

   155.  When a person says that he/ she smells the roses; he/she means to say that  

           he/she ………….……. 

1. is struggling in order to  be successful 
2. is successful and happy  
3. is going to have short life  
4. is about to stop doing the job  
5. is in trouble to find the roses 
 

156.  A “saying” in second scene is the same as a ……………….. 
       1.   speech  
       2.   description 
       3.   mission 
       4.   proverb 
       5.   motto 
 

157.  According to the cartoon ,Zero is …………………. 
       1.   very optimistic and hopeful 
       2.   ignorant and cheerful 
       3.   open-minded and sociable  
       4.   happy and helpful  
       5.   introvert and desperate  
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( 2 ) 

 

158.  According to the cartoon, the two soldiers got lost………………………………………. 
        1.  at the same area 
        2.  out of the tent 
        3.  at the two different places 
        4.  because the wrong map 
        5.  in the forest 
 
 
159.  “got lost” could be very risky ; however, in the situation above, it could be………………… 
       1.  an advantage 
       2.  a game 
       3.  an excuse 
       4.  an instruction 
       5.  a training 
 
 
160.  What is likely to happen next?   
       1.  The two soldiers will go back to their tent. 
       2.  The general will go on with his work. 
       3.  Three of them will be on duty. 
       4.  The two soldiers will get a penalty. 
       5.  Three of them will get lost. 
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Read the passage and choose the best answer to each question that follows. 
 
 

 

 

161.   What is the root cause of superstition?  
        1.  Fear 
        2.  Fear and rationalism 
        3.  Worldwide phenomenon  
        4.  Lack of scientific knowledge 
        5.  Fear and lack of scientific knowledge 
  
 
162.  Superstition is linked to ______ and ____.   
       1.   ill luck and fear 
       2.   ill luck and danger 
       3.   fear and happiness 
       4.  danger and accident 
       5.  sacrifices and accident 
 
 

 

 

 

 

          
            Superstition is the fear of what is unknown and mysterious. It is a worldwide 
phenomenon. It has come down to us from ancient times. Superstitions originated when man 
was helpless before nature.  
The element of fear and lack of scientific knowledge gave rise to superstitions. They are more 
deep rooted in India than in the other countries. Some superstitions are supposed to bring ill-
luck and danger while some others are supposed to bring luck and happiness. Superstitions 
sometimes lead to horrifying crimes like child sacrifices and burning of women who are 
believed to be witches. One should follow a superstitions belief only if it has a logical as well as 
a  scientific reasoning behind it. 
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Read the following poem and choose the correct answer.  

        

       Whose woods these are I think I know 

 His house is in the village though; 

 He will not see me stopping here 

 To watch his woods fill up with snow . 

       My little horse must think it queer 

 To stop without a farmhouse near 

Between the woods and frozen lake 

Te darkest evening  of the year. 

        He gives his harness bells a shake  

To ask if there is some mistake . 

The only other sound  ’s the sweep  

Of  easy wind and downy  flake . 

         The woods are lovely , dark and deep . 

But I have promises to keep , 

And miles to go before I sleep,  

 And miles to go before I sleep. 

                                                        Robert  Frost 

 

 
 
163.   The first Stanza ( lines1-4) expresses the poet’s feeling that he …………. 
         1.  is not sure where the owner of the woods live 
         2.  wonders why the owner of the woods stays in the village 
         3.  has no right to stop there because the world of ….  it belongs to somebody else  
         4.  is glad to be able to stop to rest at the woods whose owner he knows well 
         5.  is not sure if he will stop at these woods  
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164.  The sound of the harness bell suggest the world of …………where as the sound of the 
wind suggests …… 

1.   human affairs / freedom from the constraints 
2. obligations / state of being pure 
3. possession / affection  
4. promises / entertainment  
5. mistake / business  

 

165.  The atmosphere described  in  this  poem  is……….  

1. dark  and windy 
2. mysterious  and dangerous 
3. quiet  and  peaceful 
4. sweet  and  warm 
5. dark  and  snowy 

 
 

166.  “He gives  his  harness  bells  a  shake” “He”  refers  to…………  
1. the  owner  of  the  horse 
2. the  poet 
3. the  passer-by 
4. the  poet’s  horse 
5. the  owner  of  the  woods 

 
 

167. The  last  stanza  tells  us  that  the  poet……………. 

1. wishes  to  keep  his  promises  but cannot 
2. has  many  things  to  do  before  going  to  bed 
3. is  sleepy  but  cannot  rest  in  the  woods 
4. wants  to  rest  but  has  to  fulfill  his  responsibilities 
5. wishes  to  sleep  in  the  dark  lovely  woods 
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168.  The word  “sleep”  in  the  last  stanza  means………………..  

1. overcome 
2. lie  down 
3. stop 
4. die 
5. rest 

 
 

169.  From the  poem  we can  describe  the  poet  as  being……………….. 
1. romantic  and  gentle 
2. reliable  and  dutiful 
3. irresponsible  and  sincere 
4. restless  and  serious 
5. lovely  and  thoughtful 
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Read the article and choose the correct answer for each item below. 
 
 
 
              “An apple a day keeps the doctor away!” But what about a carrot or a strawberry?  

For years doctors and dieticians have told us to eat more fruits and vegetables. Now they 
think fruits and vegetables may even prevent disease. Eating foods like grapes, corn, and 
spinach may keep us from getting sick. 

   How many fruits and vegetables should we eat? Experts say five to nine servings 
each day will    keep us healthy. This may sound like a lot. Some people in the United 
States eat only one serving a day. But people from Asian and Mediterranean countries eat 
many servings of fruits and vegetables. In these countries, fewer people get cancer or 
heart disease than in the United States. 

Here are some of the things doctors and dieticians have learned about fruits and 
vegetables: 
   •  Eating a diet full of all kinds of fruits and vegetables may cut our chances of getting lung 
and colon cancer by 30-40%. It may also cut our chances of getting stomach cancer by 60%. 
   •  Women who eat lots of brightly colored vegetables like carrots, spinach, tomatoes, and 
corn may cut their chances of getting breast cancer by 30-70%. Brightly colored fruits and 
vegetables have certain chemicals that fight diseases. Brighter colors mean of these good 
chemicals. 
   •  Spinach and yellow corn may prevent heart disease. 
   •  Cranberry juice may prevent bladder infections. Women who take cranberry capsules 

get 40% fewer    bladder infections. 
   •  Grapes help fight allergies, heart attacks, and strokes. 
   •  Soybeans may prevent osteoporosis, a disease of the bones. They may also prevent 

breast cancer. Eating only one serving of soybeans a week may cut the chances of 
getting breast cancer by 15%. 

   •  Garlic may keep us healthy and may prevent colds, flu, and even cancer. 
    How can we remember which fruits and vegetables to eat? One dietician say, “Eat a 
colorful diet to stay healthy. Every day eat something orange like a mango, something 
yellow like a peach, something green like broccoli, and something red like tomatoes.” If we 
follow this advice, we may be able to stay healthy and live longer. 
 
    1 serving=1/2 banana, 1 small  apple, or ½ cup peas 
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170.   “This” (line 6) means……………………….. 

      1.  eat only one fruit a day 

      2.  eating an apple a day 

 3.  how to make us healthy 

 4.  fruits and vegetables we should eat 

 5.  eating five to nine fruit and vegetables a day 

 

 

171.  According to the passage, more people in America get cancer or heart disease 

because………… 

       1.  they eat less fruit and vegetable 

       2.  they smoke more  

       3.  they lack of fruits 

       4.  they lack of vegetables 

       5.  they eat many servings of fruits and  vegetables  

 

 

172.  Eating a lot of fruit and vegetable could prevent you from……………..  

 1.  breast cancer 

 2.  lung cancer   

 3.  colon cancer 

 4.  stomach cancer 

      5.  all above 

 

173.  If you want to prevent yourself from breast cancer, you should eat more………….. 

 1.  corn and grapes 

 2.  garlic and grapes 

 3.  grapes and spinach 

 4.  soybeans and carrots 

      5.  peaches and broccolis 
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174.  To prevent heart diseases we should eat more………….….. 

 1.  carrots and corn  

 2.  spinach and grapes 

 3.  tomato and spinach  

 4.  tomato and cranberry juice 

      5.  apples and strawberries 

 

 

175.  The following recipe, which one is the most healthy food?  

 1.  Kimchi 

 2.  Spinach pizza 

 3.  Mixed vegetable salad  

 4.  Vegetable burger 

      5.  Sushi and soybean soup 

 

 

176.  According to this passage, we can infer that……….….. 

 1.  Fruits and vegetables keep us healthy 

 2.  you should be careful about your eating habit 

      3.  follow everything the doctor advice, you will live longer 

      4.  to be healthy, we should eat colorful fruit and vegetables everyday 

 5.  only mango, peach, broccoli and tomatoes can make you have healthy life 

 

 

177.  The best title for this passage is……….….. 

 1.  Fruit and Vegetable  

 2.  Colorful fruit and vegetables  

 3.  How to eat fruits and vegetable   

 4.  Useful of fruits and vegetables for your health 

      5.  How to stay healthy and live longer 
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Read the story and choose the correct answer from the alternative given. 
 

The Hitchhiker 

     As Andrea turned off the motorway onto the road to Brockbourne, the small village in which 
she lived, it was four o'clock in the afternoon, but already the sun was falling behind the hills. At 
this time in December, it would be completely dark by five o'clock. Andrea shivered. The 
interior of the car was not cold, but the trees bending in the harsh wind and the patches of 
yesterday's snow still heaped in the fields made her feel chilly inside. It was another ten miles to 
the cottage where she lived with her husband Michael, and the dim light and wintry weather 
made her feel a little lonely. She would have liked to listen to the radio, but it had been stolen 
from her car when it was parked outside her office in London about two weeks ago, and she 
had not got around to replacing it yet. 
     She was just coming out of the little village of Mickley when she saw the old lady, standing by 
the road, with a crude hand-written sign saying "Brockbourne" in her hand. Andrea was 
surprised. She had never seen an old lady hitchhiking before. However, the weather and the 
coming darkness made her feel sorry for the lady, waiting hopefully on a country road like this 
with little traffic. Normally, Andrea would never pick up a hitchhiker when she was alone, 
thinking it was too dangerous, but what was the harm in doing a favor for a little old lady like 
this? Andrea pulled up a little way down the road, and the lady, holding a big shopping bag, 
hurried over to climb in the door which Andrea had opened for her. 
     When she did get in, Andrea could see that she was not, in fact, so little. Broad and fat, the 
old lady had some difficulty climbing in through the car door, with her big bag, and when she 
had got in, she more than filled the seat next to Andrea. She wore a long, shabby old dress, and 
she had a yellow hat pulled down low over her eyes. Panting noisily from her effort, she pushed 
her big brown canvas shopping bag down onto the floor under her feet, and said in a voice 
which was almost a whisper, "Thank you dearie -- I'm just going to Brockbourne." 
     "Do you live there?" asked Andrea, thinking that she had never seen the old lady in the 
village in the four years she had lived there herself. 
     "No, dearie," answered the passenger, in her soft voice, "I'm just going to visit a friend. He 
was supposed to meet me back there at Mickley, but his car won't start, so I decided to 
hitchhike -- there isn't a bus until seven, and I didn't want to wait. I knew some kind soul would 
give me a lift." 
     Something in the way the lady spoke, and the way she never turned her head, but stared 
continuously into the darkness ahead from under her old yellow hat, made Andrea uneasy 
about this strange hitchhiker. She didn't know why, but she felt instinctively that there was 
something wrong, something odd, something....dangerous. But how could an old lady be 
dangerous? it was absurd. 
     Careful not to turn her head, Andrea looked sideways at her passenger. She studied the hat, 
the dirty collar of the dress, the shapeless body, the arms with their thick black hairs.... 
      Thick black hairs? 
      Hairy arms? Andrea's blood froze. 
      This wasn't a woman. It was a man. 
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      At first, she didn't know what to do. Then suddenly, an idea came into her racing, terrified 
brain. Swinging the wheel suddenly, she threw the car into a skid, and brought it to a halt. 
     "My God!" she shouted, "A child! Did you see the child? I think I hit her!" 
     The "old lady" was clearly shaken by the sudden skid. "I didn't see anything dearie," she said. 
"I don't think you hit anything." 
     "I'm sure it was a child!" insisted Andrea. "Could you just get out and have a look? Just see if 
there's anything on the road?" She held her breath. Would her plan work? 
     It did. The passenger slowly opened the car door, leaving her bag inside, and climbed out to 
investigate. As soon as she was out of the vehicle, Andrea gunned the engine and accelerated 
madly away. The car door swung shut as she rounded a bend, and soon she had put a good 
three miles between herself and the awful hitchhiker. 
     It was only then that she thought about the bag lying on the floor in front of her. Maybe the 
bag would provide some information about the real identity about the old woman who was not 
an old woman. Pulling into the side of the road, Andrea lifted the heavy bag onto her lap and 
opened it curiously. 
     It contained only one item -- a small hand axe, with a razor-sharp blade. The axe, and the 
inside of the bag, were covered with the dark red stains of dried blood. 
     Andrea began to scream. 

 
 

178.  Where did Andrea work?   
   1.  Brockbourne 
        2.  Mickley 
        3.  London 
        4.  the text doesn't say 
        5.  in the small village 
 
 
179.  Why didn't she listen to the radio?   
        1. The radio had been stolen from her car. 
        2. She liked peace and quiet. 
        3. The radio was broken. 
        4. There was a strike at the radio station. 
        5. The text doesn’t say 
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180.   Why did she stop to give the old lady a ride?  
        1.  It was a cold evening. 
        2.  Andrea felt lonely. 
        3.  She felt sorry for the lady. 
        4.  She was helpful to  the  strangers. 
        5.  All of the  above. 
 
 
181.  Where did the lady want to go?  
        1.  Brockbourne 
        2.  Mickley 
        3.  London 
        4.  The small village in London. 

   5.  The text  doesn’t’ t  say. 
 

 
182.  What made Andrea afraid when she looked at the old lady?   
        1.  She had a moustache. 
        2.  She had a hard voice like a man. 
        3.  She had a shopping bag. 
        4.  She had hairy arms. 
        5.  She had  thick  black  hair. 
 
 
183.    Why did Andrea suddenly stop the car?   
          1.   She thought she had hit a child in the road. 
          2.   She skidded on some ice in the road. 
          3.   She wanted to trick the passenger into getting out. 
          4.   She was so afraid that she couldn't concentrate, and she nearly had a crash. 
          5.   The passenger  forced  her  to  do  that. 
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184.   What did Andrea do when the "old lady" got out?   
          1.   waited for her 
          2.   drove away quickly 
          3.   opened her bag 
          4.   switched off the engine 
          5.   stared  at  her 
 
 
185.   Why did Andrea look in the old lady's bag?   
          1.  She wanted to steal what was in it. 
          2.  She wanted to find her address so that she could send the bag   back to her. 
          3.  She wanted to borrow the old lady's tools. 
          4.  She wanted to find out who the strange passenger was. 
          5.  She wanted to sell  what  there  were  in  it. 
 
 
186.  What was the "old lady" probably going to do to Andrea?   
         1.  nothing 
         2.  kill her 
         3.  give her an axe 
         4.  visit her in Brockbourne 
         5.  rape  her 
 
 
187.  What wasn’t the reason why Andrea felt lonely as she drove home?   
        1.  It was cold. 
        2.  It was windy. 
        3.  It was snowy. 
        4.  It was completely dark. 
        5.  She drove alone home. 
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188.  Andrea decided to give “an old lady” a ride although she had never done this before 
when she drove      alone.  Andrea was…………………………………   

1. kind 
2. hopeful 
3. stupid 
4. crazy 
5. optimistic 

 
 
189.  Someone who had stolen the car radio of Andrea was…………………………………………………… 
       1.  sincere 
       2.  reliable 
       3.  honest 
       4.  greedy 
       5.  poor 
 
 
190.  What is the moral lesson of this story?  
        1.  Don’t judge a book by its cover. 
        2.  Never trust the advice of a man in difficulties. 
        3.  Where there is the will, there is the way. 
        4.  Selfishness is the root of all evils. 
        5.  A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.
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___________________________________________________________________________ 

เฉลยแบบทดสอบช้ันมัธยมศึกษาปที่ 6 

 

Part I: Speaking Ability  

 

1.     3 11. 4 21. 2 31.  A - 2 
      B - 2 

36.  A - 1 
      B – 2 

 
2.    1 12. 3 22. 1  
3.     1 13. 1 23. 3 32.  A - 4 

      B - 1 
37.  A - 1 
      B – 3 

 
4.   1 14. 1 24. 1  
5.   2 15. 4 25. 3 33.  A - 3 

      B – 2 
38.  A - 1 
      B – 2 

 
6.  1 16. 2 26. 1  
7. 1 17. 3 27. 1 34.  A - 4 

      B – 2 
39.  A - 1 
      B – 2 

 
8. 2 18. 4 28. 2  
9. 4 19. 2 29. 4 35.  A - 1 

      B - 5 
40.  A - 4 
      B - 1 

 
10. 3 20. 3 30. 2  
 

 

Part II: Writing Ability 

 

41.  A - 5 
      B – 2 

46.  A - 4 
      B – 3 

51.  A - 2 
      B – 1 

56.  A - 2 
      B – 2 

61.  A - 3 
      B – 3 

66.  A - 3 
      B – 5 

42.  A - 1 
      B – 4 

47.  A - 1 
      B – 1 

52.  A - 4 
      B – 3 

57.  A - 1 
      B – 1 

62.  A - 2 
      B – 4 

67.  A - 3 
      B – 1 

43.  A - 3 
      B – 4 

48.  A - 4 
      B – 4 

53.  A - 2 
      B – 5 

58.  A - 4 
      B – 5 

63.  A - 5 
      B – 5 

68.  A - 5 
      B – 4 

44.  A - 5 
      B – 2 

49.  A - 1 
      B - 5 

54.  A - 3 
      B – 4 

59.  A - 3 
      B – 3 

64.  A - 2 
      B – 4 

69.  A - 1 
      B – 1 

45.  A - 2 
      B – 1 

50.  A - 3 
      B – 4 

55.  A - 1 
      B – 4 

60.  A - 2 
      B - 1 

65.  A - 1 
      B – 1 

70.  A - 3 
      B - 2 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 

71.     B.4 81.     C.4     
72.    A.2 82. C.4     
73.     B.5 83. A.5     
74.   B.4 84. E.2     
75.   D.1 85. E.2     
76.  D.3 86. C.2     
77. C.4 87. B.1     
78. D.5 88. D.2     
79. A.1 89. B.5     
80. D.3 90. E.4     
 

 

Part III: Reading Ability 

 

91.     4 108.    1 125.    1 142.    5 159.    3 176.    4 
92.    5 109.    3 126.    1 143.    2 160.    4 177.    4 
93.     1 110.    3 127.    2 144.    5 161.    5 178.    3 
94.   3 111.    4 128.    4 145.    3 162.    2 179.    1 
95.   2 112.    2 129.    1 146.    2 163.    4 180.    3 
96.  1 113.    1 130.    3 147.    5 164.    1 181.    1 
97. 5 114.    4 131.    1 148.    4 165.    3 182.    2 
98. 1 115.    5 132.    3 149.    1 166.    4 183.    3 
99. 4 116.    2 133.    4 150.    4 167.    4 184.    2 
100. 2 117.    4 134.    3 151.    4 168.    4 185.    4 
101.    4 118.    2 135.    1 152.    4 169.    2 186.    2 
102.    1 119.    5 136.    1 153.    2 170.    5 187.    5 
103.    2 120.    3 137.    2 154.    5 171.    1 188.    1 
104.    5 121.    2 138.    2 155.    2 172.    5 189.    4 
105.    1 122.    1 139.    3 156.    4 173.    4 190.    2 
106.    3 123.    2 140.    4 157.    5 174.    2  
107.    1 124.    4 141.    3 158.    1 175.    3  
 


